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Instructions

Solitairy Confinement was designed to be as close as possible to actually playing    
a real game of Solitaire.    Wherever possible, the computer was kept out of the design and 
the human element in.    Only mundane tasks, like dealing the initial layout, have been 
automated.    This way, you still have the excitement of moving the cards at your own pace 
or playing by your own    rules.    The result is a true simulation of each of these classic 
games of Solitaire.    

The Main Screen ~    The Solitairy Confinement main screen consists of a dockable tool bar
at the top, the table in the middle, and an active status bar at the bottom.    The table is 
where all the action takes place.

Moving Cards ~    To move a card, once a game has been selected, simply move your 
mouse cursor over the card, click and hold a mouse button down.    Move it to where you 
want it, and let it go. Some cards may not be playable according to the rules of the game, 
but have not been restricted in Solitairy Confinement, remember this is a real solitaire game.

Terms and Definitions

Pack ~  The total number of cards used.    Typically a standard pack has 52 cards, without 
jokers.    Some solitaire games are played with multiple decks.    
Rank ~  Cards are ranked in each suit from low to high; A,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,J,Q,K.      In 
numerical games they go from one    to thirteen.    Ace is one (1), Jack is eleven (11), Queen 
is twelve (12) and King is thirteen (13).    In some games ranking is circular and Ace follows 
King.
Foundations ~  Cards which are separated at some point of the game, with the objective of
building each foundation to it's limit in order to win the game.
Tableau ~    Not including the foundations, the remaining layout, on which building is 
permitted.    Cards may be placed on the tableau face up.
Stock ~    A pile of cards which are kept squared up and identified one at a time.
Reserve ~    A group of cards, spread like the tableau, available for foundation building but 
never built upon.
Hand ~    Cards left after the layout has been dealt.    The hand is kept face down until the 



cards are made available according to the rules of the game.
Waste Pile ~    The face up cards, which are turned over from the hand and placed in a pile. 
They cannot be played on the layout at that moment, but may be available later in the 
game.
Discard ~    Cards removed from play permanently.
Deal ~    The placing of cards in position for the layout.    The initial deal is provided.    The 
turning up of the cards to make them available during play is initiated by the player.
Redeal ~    The formation and deal of a new hand by picking up the waste pile and turning it
over.
Building Up ~    Place one card upon another in an upward sequence of rank.
Building Down ~    Place one card upon another in a downward sequence of rank.
Building in Color ~    Place one card upon another red on red or black on black, regardless 
of suit.
Building in Alternate Colors ~    Place one card upon another red on black or on black on 
red, regardless of suit.
Building in Suit ~    Place one card upon another in sequence of the same suit ( hearts, 
diamonds, clubs or spades).
Available Card ~ A card which can be lifted    or moved.

Registration

When You Register ~  You will receive the latest version of Solitairy Confinement, 
designed specifically for Windows 95.    It is a 32 bit application which is also compatible with
NT and Win32. 

The registered version of ‘Solitairy Confinement’ also includes additional card back
designs, your choice of background color    and instructions for playing additional games 
based on these layouts. Other features include recording scores and saving a game.

Special Offer:    For a limited time, we are offering a $2.00 discount if you register any 
two of our shareware products, also available for $14.95 each,

Board Games For 2      (Windows 95, NT, Win32) ~ Our latest version, 
designed specifically for Windows 95, offers 8 classic board games.    Included are 
Chess, Checkers, Backgammon, Goban, Flag Ship, Pipes, Race Chase, and Fox & 
Hounds. Complete with dockable toolbars, active status bar and other Windows 95 
features.
(BGF2_W95.zip)

To Register Now ~    Call (214) 612-0839 with your Visa or MC and you can download 
it.

Register By Mail ~    Print and then fill out the REGISTRATION FORM 



Fortune's Favor

Fortune's Favor is a game which has been won.    Lots of fun!

Layout ~ The four aces will be dealt as the foundations to be built up in suit to kings.
Below them, two rows of six cards will be dealt to form the tableau.    Cards in the tableau 
can be moved one at a time and built down in suit. 

Play ~ One at a time, cards are turned over from the pack and played on the 
tableau, foundations, or placed on the waste pile.    Top cards on the tableau are available for
play.    Spaces are filled from the waste pile or hand only.    You can redeal once.

Accordion

Accordion    is a one of the most popular Solitaire games.    It's fast playing, but your 
chances of winning are about one in a hundred.

Layout ~ Six cards will be dealt in a row.    

Play ~ Whenever a card is of the same suit or the same rank of the card next to it on
the left or third from it's left, the right hand card (or pile) can be placed upon the other.    If a 
card matches both the next and the third cards, choose either move.    After each move, 
check to see if another is now possible.    To win, get the entire pack into one pile.

Beleaguered Castle

Beleaguered Castle is a challenging game, in which all of the cards in the deck are laid 
out.    

Layout ~ The four aces will be dealt in a column to form the foundations.    The 
remaining cards will be dealt into two sections of a tableau, on each side of the foundations.

Play ~ One card at the open end (uncovered) in each row is available for play.    You 
can play available cards on foundations or they can be built down on each other, without 
regard to suit.    If an entire row is emptied, you can place an available card there to start a 
new one.    To win, build up the foundations, in suit, to Kings.    

Calculation

Calculation    is a game of skill.    With experience, two out of three games can be won.

Layout ~ The foundations will be dealt as follows: any Ace , 2, 3 or 4, regardless of 
suit. 



 
Play ~ Turn up cards one at a time and place unplayable cards on any of the four 

waste piles, located below the foundations.    The top card of each waste pile and the card in 
hand are available to be played on the foundations.    To win, build up the foundations, 
regardless of suit, in the following series:

A, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, J, Q, K.
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, Q, A, 3, 5, 7, 9, J, K.
3, 6, 9, Q, 2, 5, 8, J, A, 4, 7, 10, K.
4, 8, Q, 3, 7, J, 2, 6, 10, A, 5, 9, K.

Quadrille

Quadrille is full of action and visually pleasing.    

Layout ~ The queens are    dealt in the middle, but are not used.    The fives and 
sixes as they become available are placed around the queens in a circle and form the 
foundations. 

Play ~  Turn cards over one at a time on a waste pile.    The top card of the waste pile
and the card in hand are available for play.    The sixes are built up in suit to jacks and the 
fives are built down in suits to kings to win. You can redeal twice.

Chameleon

Chameleon is a game of changes.

Layout ~ Twelve cards will be dealt in a pile face down to form the stock.    One card 
will be dealt above the stock to be the first foundation.

Play ~ Turn cards up, one at a time, and place in the waste pile.    The top card of the
waste pile and the card in hand is available for play on the tableau or the foundations.    
Place the other three cards, of the same rank as the first foundation card, as they become 
available.    Tableau cards are built down on each other, without regard to suit.    Any or all 
cards may be moved as a unit when building.    Top tableau cards can be played on the 
foundations.    Fill spaces immediately from the top card of the stock.    After the stock is 
depleted, the space becomes a fourth tableau space.    Spaces then are filled from the hand 
or the waste pile.    To win, build the foundations up in suit until they each contain thirteen 
cards.

Four Seasons

Four Seasons is easy to learn, but hard to win.

Layout ~ Five cards will be dealt to form a cross, making the tableau.    The next card
will be dealt into the top left corner, this becomes the first foundation card.



Play ~ Cards are turned up, one at a time, and placed on the waste pile.    Place the 
remaining foundation cards (of the same rank) in the other three corners as they become 
available.    

 

Queen's Audience

Queen's Audience is a game which can be won often.

Layout ~ Sixteen cards will be dealt in a square and these cards are the waiting area
(reserve) and the area they enclose is the audience.

Play ~ Move the jacks into the waiting area as soon as possible.    If a jack and the 
ace of the same suit are both available; you can move them over to the audience, face up 
with the jack on top of the ace.    The kings and queens also are played this way, only they 
are placed in one pile, with the queens on top.    Turn cards up one at a time, filling each 
space in the waiting area and placing unplayable cards in the waste pile.    All cards in the 
waiting area and the top card in the waste pile may be played on the foundations. To win, 
build down the jacks, in suit to deuces. 



SOLITAIRY CONFINEMENT
REGISTRATION FORM

NAME:_________________________________________________

ADDRESS:______________________________________________

CITY:_______________________STATE:___________ZIP:_______

Where Did You Get Solitairy Confinement

From A Friend

From A BBS
Name:_________________________________

Number:_______________________________
From A Store

Name:_________________________________

From an On-line Service
Name:_________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Send $14.95 (in U.S. Funds) To:
WinGames.Inc

3905 Sandia    Plano, TX. 75023



Distribution Opportunities

Distribution ~ Solitairy Confinement is currently being distributed world wide on CDs, 
BBSs, and disks; installed on computers, and via on-line services.

If you would like to be a distributor ~    please provide us with the information 
below in writing, via email or give us a call.



WinGames.Inc
3905 Sandia

Plano, TX 75023
email: wingames@unicomp.net phone: (214)612-0839

Name: _________________________________________________________

Name of Company: ______________________________________________

Address: ______________________________________________________

City, State    Zip: ____________________

Phone: ________________________________________________________

Email:    ________________________________________________________

Description of your method of distribution: _________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Distribution schedule:    __________________________________________

______________________________________________________________




